
  



    



    

DISTRESSED DETAILS

Exaggerate decoration 
with slashes and rips.

CHUNKY COLORS 

Use bright and
oversized trims.

STEP UP 

Be inspired by 
dance activewear.

NEW DYES

Innovate with printed colors.

MATERIAL MASH

Experiment with denim 
and fleece combinations.



    



    



    

URBAN HYBRID: Mix fleece and denim panels to create fresh city staples. 

BRIGHT TRIMS: Create bold contrasts with blue and green plastic snap closures.



    

TECH TRIMS: Be innovative with perforated zip pulls, double fabric layers and angular pockets. 

PERFORMANCE FINISH: Use resin coated denim for waterproof qualities.



    

ADVENTURE STYLE: Be inspired by backpacks for straps and buckles on new blouson shapes. 

HARD EDGE: Attach industrial trims like screws, nuts and bolts for a tough finish.



    

FIERCE COMBAT: Reference police protective wear for paneled vests. 

METAL TRIMS: Update classic shapes in industrial-weight denim, 

adding D-rings and metal zips.



    

ACTIVE LAYER: Nod to baseball for shirt/jacket hybrids with raglan sleeves and chest stripes. 

BRIGHT TOUCHES: Add oversized zips in inky blues and fuchsia.



    

CASUAL UPDATE: Renew standard shirt shapes, adding hoods and sleeve tabs. 

ADJUSTABLE WAIST: Add a drawstring hem to washed denim for an active feel.



    

CURVILINEAR: Accentuate panels and pockets for a motocross-inspired look. 

OUTLINES: Highlight seams with colored glue, piping or contrast topstitching.



    

PUNK FLAVOR: Recall rebellious youth with ripped and slashed jeans. Fabric can be placed behind the

openings for a decorative effect. Play with dashes of bright yellow against navy and black for an urban twist.



    

FREE & EASY: Create jeans with urban sports in mind, adding elastic hems for adjustability. 

STREET SCENE: Imitate expressive graffiti with printed interiors and pockets.



    

AIR RAID: Mimic combat styles with parachute-inspired pants, adding bright Velcro®, straps and tabs. 

NEW VOLUME: Create a balloon shape using articulated seams and considered darts.



    

DOUBLE LAYERS: Play with waistbands, adding a boxer-short inner layer to urban shorts. 

UTILITY MIX: Update canvas and denim combinations with graffiti-prints.



  

TOUGH ATTITUDE: Replicate punk styling with plenty of embellishment this season. Dome or pyramid

shaped studs will encrust jackets and jeans in a variety of metallic hues. Complement the look with

marble bleached denim in high-contrast hues.


